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Executive Summary
Section 478 of the Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135
(6 U.S.C. 298), requires that the Secretary of Homeland Security submit an annual report that
identifies the impact of the transfer of immigration functions from the Department of Justice,
Immigration and Naturalization Service to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). This
report addresses activities during Fiscal Year (FY) 2017.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), a component of DHS, received 9,144,092
cases (applications and petitions) and processed 8,124,350 cases to completion. 1
This report includes comprehensive data collected and compiled by the USCIS Office of
Performance and Quality (OPQ) that contains region-by-region statistics on the aggregate
number of immigration applications and petitions (Appendix B).
A total of 1,282,392 cases were added to the backlog,2 resulting in 2,330,143 cases in net
backlog3 status that would need to be completed during the next fiscal year.
The aggregate overall processing time for all applications and petitions averaged I 0.4 months.
US CIS does not track the number and types of immigration-related grievances filed with any
official of the Department of Justice (DOJ). Data relating to allegations of misconduct,
corruption, and fraud involving any USCIS employee filed with USCIS is submitted via the
Report on Internal Affairs Investigations, Semi-Annual Report to Congress.
Any plans to address or recommend enhancements to the grievance or the complaint process will
be subject to review and determination by the Investigations Division within the USCIS Office
of Security and Integrity (OSI).
USCIS reported to the DHS financial auditor that it has complied, in all material respects, with
applicable laws and regulations. All immigration fees were collected and used in accordance
with all applicable legal requirements.
Questions conveyed by telephone to USCIS were answered as follows: USCIS Call Center
Tier I answered calls at an Average Speed of Answer4 of 36 seconds, and USCIS Call Center
Tier 2 answered calls at an Average Speed of Answer of 34 minutes 36 seconds.

1
2

The completions figure includes 79,710 credible fear referrals processed to completion during FY 2017.

Backlog is defined as the volume of pending applications that exceed the level of acceptable pending cases. Acceptable

pending is pegged to the volume of applications receipted during the target cycle time period (e.g., 5 months). The target cycle

time retCrs to the processing time goal for a given application type. For example, the processing time goal for Form N�400,
Applicationfor Naturalization, is 5 months. Therefore, the acceptable pending volume will be equal to the last 5 months worth
of receipts.
Net backlog is defined similarly to backlog except that the number of pending applications is reduced to account for cases in

3

active suspense categories (i.e., cases that are deducted from the gross backlog such as cases with a pending Request for
Evidence or awaiting visa availability from the Department of State, or pending rc·examination for an N-400, Application for

Naturalization).

4

"Averagc Speed of Answer" is

an

industry·recognized category.
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I. Legislative Requirement
This report fulfills the requirement set forth in section 478 of the Homeland Security Act of
2002, Pub. L. No. 107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (6 U.S.C. 298), that the Secretary of Homeland
Security report annually on the impact of the transfer made by the Act on immigration functions.
Section 478 provides:
SEC. 478. IMMIGRATION FU:'IICTIONS.
(a) ANNUAL REPORT.(!) IN GENERAL.- One year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and each year
thereafter, the Secretary shall submit a report to the President, to the Committees on the
Judiciary and Government Reform of the House of Representatives, and to the
Committees on the Judiciary and Government Affairs of the Senate, on the impact the
transfers made by this subtitle has had on immigration functions.
(2) MATTER INCLUDED.- The report shall address the following with respect to the
period covered by the report:
(A) The aggregate number of all immigration applications and petitions received, and
processed, by the Department.
(B) Region-by-region statistics on the aggregate number of immigration applications
and petitions filed by an alien (or filed on behalf of an alien) and denied,
disaggregated by category of denial and application or petition type.
(C) The quantity of backlogged immigration applications and petitions that have been
processed, the aggregate number awaiting processing, and a detailed plan for
eliminating the backlog.
(D) The average processing period for immigration applications and petitions,
disaggregated by application or petition type.
(E) The number and types of immigration-related grievances filed with any official of
the Department of Justice, and if those grievances were resolved.
(F) Plans to address grievances and improve immigration services.
(G) Whether immigration-related fees were used consistent with legal requirements
regarding such use.
(H) Whether immigration-related questions conveyed by customers to the Department
(whether conveyed in person, by telephone, or by means of the Internet) were
answered effectively and efficiently.
(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS REGARDING IMMIGRATION SERVICES.- It is the sense
of Congress that(!) the quality and efficiency of immigration services rendered by the Federal
Government should be improved after the transfers made by this subtitle take effect; and
(2) the Secretary should undertake efforts to guarantee that concerns regarding the quality
and efficiency of immigration services are addressed after such effective date.

I

II. Background
Section 478 of the Homeland Security Act (HSA) requires that the Secretary of Homeland
Security report to Congress annually on the impact of the transfers made by the HSA on
immigration functions. From FY 2004 through FY 2009, this requirement was met through the
incorporation of the relevant information into one of the USCIS quarterly reports on productivity
required by the Senate Report accompanying the annual DHS Appropriations Acts (usually the
third quarter report). However, the Senate Report that accompanied the FY 2010 DHS
Appropriations Act no longer directed USCIS to submit quarterly productivity reports.
Accordingly, the section 478 reporting requirement is now met through this separate report.
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III. Reporting Responses
Section 478(a)(2)(A): The aggregate number of all immigration applications and petitions
received, and processed, by the Department.
OPQ within USCIS develops and delivers service-wide level operational performance metrics
and staffing models, provides data analysis and statistical reporting designed to help ensure the
timely and effective delivery of immigration services, and promotes improved quality of
operations through its national quality management program that is part of a total performance
management framework that enhances the integrity and quality of the services delivered by
USCIS components.
See Appendix A, which includes comprehensive data collected that address this section of the
report requirement.
Section 478(a)(2)(B): Region-by-region statistics on the aggregate number of immigration
applications and petitions filed by an alien (or filed on behalf of an alien) and denied,
disaggregated by category of denial and application or petition type.
See Appendix B, which includes comprehensive data collected that address this section of the
report requirement. Appendix B is divided into two parts: one containing information on the
four regional locations within USCIS, and the other containing information on the five center
locations within USCIS.
Section 478(a)(2)(C): The quantity of backlogged immigration applications and petitions that
have been processed, the aggregate number awaiting processing, and a detailed plan for
eliminating the backlog.
The total net backlog volume is 2,330,143 cases, driven in large part by the following
applications and petitions:
•
•
•
•
•

I-90
N-400
I-485
I-589
I-130

Application to Renew/ Replace Permanent Resident Card
Application for Naturalization
Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status
Application for Asylum and for Withholding of Removal
Petition for Immediate Relative

Within USCIS, the responsibility of adjudicating most cases falls under the purview of Field
Operations Directorate (FOD), Service Center Operations Directorate (SCOPS), and the
Refugee, Asylum and International Operations Directorate (RAIO). These components are
responsible for the accurate and timely disposition of incoming cases. They are also charged
with effectively eliminating any backlogs that are present or have the potential to build based on
existing conditions.
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FOD is responsible for the adjudication of applications and petitions for immigration benefits,
other than asylum applications,requiring domestic, in-person (face-to-face) interviews.5 SCOPS
is responsible for the adjudication of certain applications and petitions for immigration benefits
which may be adjudicated remotely,thereby eliminating a need for in-person interviews. 6
Backlogs have been increasing steadily since FY 20 I 0 and there is no easy or quick fix for
reducing these backlogs. Backlogs have grown mainly due to increased filings,increased
complexity in adjudications,and a lack of resources necessary to complete that work. Current
backlog elimination plans rely primarily on increasing staff, rebalancing workloads among
staff/work units,and utilizing overtime. Some efficiencies may be gained through process or
technology enhancements as well.
See Appendix A for comprehensive data on backlog levels.
As of the end of September 2017, USCIS had a net backlog of 2.3 million cases. For context, the
net backlog has been as high as I.7 million in FY 2004 and 1.5 million in FY 2008. The main
reasons for the current backlog are:
•

•

•

An increase in the overall volume of petitions/applications (FY 2017 up 4% from FY
2016).
The growing complexity of the work: increasing complexity and length of forms, new
statutory and policy decisions,and increased security checks; this also correlates to the
decrease in completions per hours.
Logistical limitations on responding to the increase in workload due to staffing
difficulties at certain locations and facility constraints.

We are expecting additional challenges in reducing backlog in fiscal year 2018.
•

•

5

Executive Order 13780, protecting the nation from foreign terrorist entering into the
United States,requires an increased number of interviews,and the backlog will continue
to grow as we transition operations to meet the new policy demands.
We adjusted our fee schedule on December 23,2016,following publication of the final
FY 2016/2017 IEFA Fee Rule in the Federal Register on October 24. The new fee
schedule increased application and petition fees by a weighted average of 21%. The new
fee schedule,however, will not generate sufficient revenue to support hiring at the FY
2017 recommended staffing levels due to declining completions per hour of work. In
addition,declining completions per hour limit our ability to reduce the current overall
backlog.

The Asylum Division within RAIO is responsible for conducting the interviews and adjudication of Form 1-589,

Application for Asylum and for Withholding of Removal and Form 1-881, Application for Suspension of
Deportation or Special Rule Cancellation of Removal (Pursuant to Section

203 of Public Law 105-100 NACARA.

The Refugee Affairs Division and the International Operations Division within RAIO are responsible for conducting
the interviews and adjudication of certain applicants outside the United States.
6

The National Benefits Center (NBC), under the purview of FOD, also remotely adjudicates certain petitions and

applications that do not require an in-person interview or that do not require a transfer to a USCIS Field Office.
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•

•

•

•

•

As expected, in FY 2017 FOD and SCOPS continued to experience higher receipts, due
in large part to the December 23, 2016 fee increase. Receipt levels over the next few
months will be closely monitored.
Because USCrS does not currently have in place the resources to complete the volume of
cases received, cases will continue to age out of the acceptable pending category and
cause the backlog to continue to grow.
The transition to the Electronic Immigration Filing System (ELlS) has resulted in a
temporary lengthening of N-400 processing times as the new system is perfected and
staff adjusts to its use.
The affirmative asylum backlog is a product of both the receipt of a growing number of
affirmative asylum applications and the diversion of USCIS Asylum Officers to other
high-priority workloads, such as the credible fear caseload and overseas refugee
processing in FY 2016.
We are not staffed to meet our cycle time goals based on the current levels of
productivity, and to do so as we did in FY 2007 and FY 2008, would likely require
increased resources. In accordance with the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990, USers
will continue to review its fee structure on a biennial basis to ensure fee levels are
sufficient to recover the full cost of adjudications.

USCIS is implementing actions to increase productivity:
•

•

•

•

RArO is currently engaged in training all available Refugee Affairs Division (RAD)
officers to assist with credible and reasonable fear screenings and affirmative asylum
cases. users is now diverting staff from overseas refugee processing to the Credible
Fear and Affirmative Asylum workloads.
Balancing workloads across competing priorities and locations to achieve processing time
parity across locations.
Making additional resources available to the field by managing the vacancy rate and
leveraging overtime, staff details, and other employee work scheduling options.
USCIS continues to engage employees as well as its team of Quality Management
Specialists to identify and implement process improvements.

Section 478 (a)(2)(D): The average processing period for immigration applications and
petitions, disaggregated by the application or petition type.
See Appendix A, which includes comprehensive data collected that address this section of the
report requirement.
Section 478 (a)(2)(E): The number and types of immigration-related grievances filed with any
official of the Department of Justice, and if those grievances were resolved.
USCIS does not track the number and types of immigration-related grievances filed with any
official of the Department of Justice. In accordance with the Homeland Security Act, the
Director of USCrS is responsible for conducting investigations of non-criminal allegations of
misconduct, corruption, and fraud involving any users employee who is not subject to
investigation by the DHS Office of Inspector General (OIG).
5

The USCIS Director has delegated this investigatory responsibility to the USCIS Office of
Security and Integrity (OSI). OSI provides leadership in the management of security to protect
employees, facilities, assets, and information to advance the agency's mission by ensuring
effective, efficient, and continual operations.
Data relating to allegations of misconduct, corruption, and fraud involving any USCIS employee
tiled with USCIS are submitted via the Report on Internal Affairs Investigations, Semi-Annual
Report to Congress. These semi-annual reports contain January through June data and July
through December data and are submitted to Congress by OSI through regular channels.
Section 478 (a)(2)(F): Plans to address grievances and improve immigration services.
Any plans to address or recommend enhancements to the grievance or the complaint process will
be subject to review and determination by the Investigations Division within OSI. This division
is charged with the following responsibilities:
•

•
•

Receiving allegations of employee misconduct and planning, organizing, and conducting
internal investigations pertaining to users employee misconduct;
Developing investigative procedures and techniques; and
Providing policy guidance to investigators and employees assigned to conduct field
management inquiries.

The responsibility to address or enhance current immigration functions, as it relates to
immigration services operations and adjudicative functions, rests with the operational
directorates that are ultimately responsible for ensuring the accurate and timely adjudication of
incoming cases. Recommendations and improvements are usually initiated by the operational
components because they have the most up-to-date knowledge and information regarding
adjudication practices and standard operating procedures pertaining to the various form types.
Broad improvements are usually a result of a collaborative effort undertaken by USCIS
Headquarters directorates and program offices.
Section 478 (a)(2)(G): Whether immigration-related fees were used consistent with legal
requirements regarding such use.
With regard to the Annual Financial Statement Audit, 7 USCIS asserted to the DHS financial
auditor that it has complied, in all material respects, with applicable laws and regulations. All
immigration fees were collected and used in accordance with all applicable legal requirements.
Funds collected for the Fraud Prevention and Detection Fee account were distributed to the
Department of Labor (DOL), DHS, and the Department of State in accordance with the
7

An annual financial statement audit is an annual assessment conducted by an independent auditor who, upon

completion of the audit, provides reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to whether the financial statements are
presented fairly, in all material respects, in accordance with Federal Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
This opinion is intended to increase the value and credibility of the fmancial statements produced by management as
well as the users' confidence in information contained therein.

6

guidelines specified in Public Law 108-447. Each agency received a one-third share of
collections, which totaled $142.9 million in FY 2016. USCIS' FY 2016 share was $47.6 million.
Funds collected for the H-1B Nonimmigrant Petitioner Fee account were distributed to the DOL
(55 percent), National Science Foundation (40 percent), and DHS (5 percent) in accordance with
relevant law. Collections totaled $347.0 million in FY 2016; USCIS' FY 2016 share was $17.3
million.
Section 478 (a)(2)(H): Whether immigration-related questions conveyed by customers to the
Department (whether conveyed in person, by telephone, or by means of the Internet) were
answered effectively and efficiently. The USers Customer Service and Public Engagement
Directorate (CSPED) provides clear, accurate, and timely responses to individual concerns and
questions, by engaging the public in a transparent dialogue that promotes participation and
feedback. Within CSPED, the Customer Service Division (CSD) provides information and
guidance to users applicants, petitioners, and immigration advocates regarding immigration
benefits. The Public Engagement Division facilitates agency-wide collaboration with external
stakeholders (both at the national and local levels using various languages) to maintain open
communication and seek feedback regarding users policies, priorities, and organizational
performance reviews.
There were 156,982 electronic inquiries submitted in FYI6. Every question asked received a
response. While our goal is to respond within 48 hours from receipt of the inquiry, the average
response time was about 72 hours. This gap was the result of a higher-than-anticipated
workload, which is currently being addressed. Of the 156,982 inquiries received, the primary
questions were about Case Status (41 percent) and password reset issues (24 percent).
The users engagement centers follow a typical, industry-standard workflow. All calls are first
answered by the Interactive Voice Response system that provides a caller with general
information and services. If more than general information and services information is required,
the caller can request live assistance at the Tier 1 level. Tier 1 is a contractor-operated call
center where more specific information on policy and procedures is available. The Tier 1
contractor works from scripts provided by users. rf the information sought is not available at
the Tier 1 level, the caller is transferred to the Tier 2 level. Tier 2 is staffed with USCIS-trained
Immigration Services Officers who have access to users systems. The information requested at
the Tier 2 level is often specific information about the status of applications and petitions
submitted to USCIS. All inquiries regarding ELlS forms are managed through the agency's
online web form or within the myUSCIS online account experience.
There were 6.6 million calls completed at the Tier l level. Tier 1 effectively answered calls at an
average speed of 36 seconds of individuals calling our number. Of the 6.6 million calls received
at Tier 1, individuals abandoned or terminated 2.0 percent of calls before being answered. There
were 15.3 percent of calls to the Tier 1 level that required more specific assistance and were
referred to the Tier 2 level. Tier 2 answered calls at an average speed of
34 minutes after being transferred to a Tier 2 officer. Individuals at the Tier 2 level abandoned
roughly 8.2 percent of the calls referred before the calls were answered by Tier 2 staff.
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Appendix A
FY 2017 USCIS Domestic Pertonnance Data- Matters A/C/0

Total Alien RelatiVe PetitiOns
Flan<:ee Petition
l-129F
I-600/600A Orphan PetiUons
I..SOO/WOA convention Country AdoptiOn
rugee}Asylee Relat""e Petition

'•"·��;;e�o,,,�o;;;�;;.,;;;;;,---:;.::rant v.:.:
1�90

1-131
l-751
I-829

N-300

N-470
N-400
N-6"'14
N-648
6

�,c�;::;;.,o,o��•''"�'"•"•"�"c--�::9
ServiCes

l-539
l-140
1-360
1-526
ELlS I-526

EUS l 539
-..c,c,oo,o,�;;:;o;;,---

I-"185

Renew I Replace PRC
EUS Renew I Replace PRC
Reentry Petl'l"'t 1 Refugee Travel Do<;
EUS Travel Doc
Rem:>ve Conditions on Residence
Rermve ConditiOns on Entrepreneur

Declaration of Intent

Preserve Resi<lenc:e
Military Naturalization

Other NaturalizatiOn
EllS Othe.- NaturalizatiOn
Posthumous Naturalization
Disability ExceptiOn

g
;.,:;:
Non-lrrn"Ogrant PetitiOn (non Prerrtum
Total all I-129

=�

Extension of St:ay/Change of Status

Premium Processed

InTngrant Petition for Worl<et (non

t!l'frigrant Petition

PetitiOn t>y Entrepreneur
PetitiOn by Entrepreneur

RegiOr>al Center Application
Replace l94

other Extend/ Change Status

ge Status
::.::::��";:�
Refugee adjustment
rncto Chinese Adjustrnent

,_,_""II

'·"''

Cuban Adjustment Act

Er!l)IOyment-Based Adjustment
Famlly·Based Adjustment
AU Other Adjustment of Status

SUbtotal I-485 Regular Cases

Total Adjustme:nt Cases

I-131
I-131

;�WD;-----

!���

Advance Parole
EUS Advance Parole

Parole in Place

n
ad ust
J
'; � ==�sylum
AU Other EA.D
ELlS EA.D

1-821
l-881
1·867

Asylum

Terrporaty Protected Status

ELlS Ten-poraty PrOtected StattJs
NACARA 203 AppliCatiOn

Credible Fear Referral
1687/690/695/698/700 LegalizatiOn/ SAw
l-817
Famlly Unity
I-91"1
T NOnirnrigrant Status
I-918
U NoniJTJ'rlgrant Status
1-192

WaiVer f"lled with I-918

'o'•"��co�;c:;�c�o=.,,---=,6ooKJ:.:�=O:=�/�=r;h':;
I-824

I-905
N-565
l-601A
Waivers
l-910

t-2908

;Deo;;;,.�rrc�;;cA;;;a""�"'"'o;c-- I-8210
Childhood Arrivals

Initial

I-8210
Renewal

I-765

P e.....,.,IOO to lSSue Health Care
Replace Certit"ocate

EUS Replace Certit"ocare
Provisional WaiVer

(Excluding I-601A)
AppliCation for CiVU Surgeon

1·2908 Appeal

I-2908 Motion to Reopen

Total I-2908
DACA (lnltial Filing)
EUS DACA (lmtial F!llng)
OACA (Renewal)
EUS DACA (Renewal)

Total I�82.1 DACA
C33 EADDACA

EllS C33 EAO DACA

I-131 DACA DACA Travel Doc

Source: September 2017 National Perfonnance Report published 11.3.2017

Note: l-485 Regular is based on the following fOrm types: Cuban, Employment, Family, and All Other Adjustment of Status
cases. N�400 military natz pending, net cycle time and backlog data include International Operations (10) data.
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Appendix B (Regions)

Source: PASEXEC Datahase, Data as of 113.2017
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Appendix B Cont'd (Centers)
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